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Abstract—Partitioning closely related genes into clusters has become an important element of practically all statistical analyses of

microarray data. A number of computer algorithmshave been developed for this task. Although these algorithmshave demonstrated their

usefulness for gene clustering, some basic problems remain. This paper describes our work on extracting functional keywords from

MEDLINE for a set of genes that are isolated for further study frommicroarray experiments based on their differential expression patterns.

The sharingof functional keywords amonggenes is usedas a basis for clustering in a newapproach calledBEA-PARTITION in this paper.

Functional keywords associated with genes were extracted from MEDLINE abstracts. We modified the Bond Energy Algorithm (BEA),

which is widely accepted in psychology and database design but is virtually unknown in bioinformatics, to cluster genes by functional

keyword associations. The results showed that BEA-PARTITION and hierarchical clustering algorithm outperformed k-means clustering

and self-organizing map by correctly assigning 25 of 26 genes in a test set of four known gene groups. To evaluate the effectiveness of

BEA-PARTITION for clustering genes identified by microarray profiles, 44 yeast genes that are differentially expressed during the cell

cycle and have been widely studied in the literature were used as a second test set. Using established measures of cluster quality, the

results produced by BEA-PARTITION had higher purity, lower entropy, and higher mutual information than those produced by k-means

andself-organizingmap.WhereasBEA-PARTITIONand thehierarchical clusteringproducedsimilar quality of clusters,BEA-PARTITION

provides clear cluster boundaries compared to the hierarchical clustering. BEA-PARTITION is simple to implement and provides a

powerful approach to clustering genes or to any clustering problemwhere startingmatrices are available fromexperimental observations.

Index Terms—Bond energy algorithm, microarray, MEDLINE, text analysis, cluster analysis, gene function.

�

1 INTRODUCTION

DNAmicroarrays, among the most rapidly growing tools
for genome analysis, are introducing a paradigmatic

change in biology by shifting experimental approaches from
single gene studies to genome-level analyses [1], [2].
Increasingly accessible microarray platforms allow the
rapid generation of large expression data sets [3]. One of
the key challenges of microarray studies is to derive
biological insights from the unprecedented quantities of
data on gene-expression patterns [5]. Partitioning genes into
closely related groups has become an element of practically
all analyses of microarray data [4].

A number of computer algorithms have been applied to

gene clustering. One of the earliest was a hierarchical

algorithm developed by Eisen et al. [6]. Other popular

algorithms, such as k-means [7] and Self-Organizing Maps

(SOM) [8] have also beenwidely used. These algorithms have

demonstrated their usefulness in gene clustering, but some

basic problems remain [2], [9]. Hierarchical clustering

organizes expression data into a binary tree, in which the

leaves are genes and the interior nodes (or branch points) are

candidate clusters. True clusterswith discrete boundaries are

not produced [10]. Although SOM is efficient and simple to

implement, studies suggest that it typically performs worse

than the traditional techniques, such as k-means [11].
Basedon theassumption that geneswith the same function

or in the same biological pathway usually show similar

expression patterns, the functions of unknown genes can be

inferred from those of the known genes with similar

expression profile patterns. Therefore, expression profile

gene clustering by all the algorithms mentioned above has

received much attention; however, the task of finding

functional relationships between specific genes is left to the

investigator. Manual scanning of the biological literature (for

example, via MEDLINE) for clues regarding potential

functional relationships among a set of genes is not feasible

when the number of genes to be explored rises above

approximately 10. Restricting the scan (manual or automatic)

to annotation fields of GenBank, SwissProt, or LocusLink is

quicker but can suffer from the ad hoc relationship of

keywords to the research interests of whoever submitted

theentry.Moreover, keepingannotation fields current asnew
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information appears in the literature is amajor challenge that
is rarely met adequately.

If, instead of organizing by expression pattern similarity,
genes were grouped according to shared function, investi-
gators might more quickly discover patterns or themes of
biological processes that were revealed by their microarray
experiments and focus on a select group of functionally
related genes. A number of clustering strategies based on
shared functions rather than similar expression patterns
have been devised. Chaussabel and Sher [3] analyzed
literature profiles generated by extracting the frequencies of
certain terms from the abstracts in MEDLINE and then
clustered the genes based on these terms, essentially
applying the same algorithm used for expression pattern
clustering. Jenssen et al. [12] used co-occurrence of gene
names in abstracts to create networks of related genes
automatically. Text analysis of biomedical literature has
also been applied successfully to incorporate functional
information about the genes in the analysis of gene
expression data [1], [10], [13], [14] without generating
clusters de novo. For example, Blaschke et al. [1] extracted
information about the common biological characteristics of
gene clusters from MEDLINE using Andrade and Valen-
cia’s statistical text mining approach, which accepts user-
supplied abstracts related to a protein of interest and
returns an ordered set of keywords that occur in those
abstracts more often than would be expected by chance [15].

We expanded and extended Andrade and Valencia’s
approach [15] to functional gene clustering by using an
approach that applies an algorithm called the Bond Energy
Algorithm (BEA) [16], [17], which, to our knowledge, has
not been used in bioinformatics. We modified it so that the
“affinity” among attributes (in our case, genes) is defined
based on the sharing of keywords between them and we
came up with a scheme for partitioning the clustered
affinity matrix to produce clusters of genes. We call the
resulting algorithm BEA-PARTITION. BEA was originally
conceived as a technique to cluster questions in psycholo-
gical instruments [16], has been used in operations research,
production engineering, marketing, and various other fields
[18], and is a popular clustering algorithm in distributed
database system (DDBS) design. The fundamental task of
BEA in DDBS design is to group attributes based on their
affinity, which indicates how closely related the attributes
are, as determined by the inclusion of these attributes by the
same database transactions. In our case, each gene was
considered as an attribute. Hence, the basic premise is that
two genes would have higher affinity, thus higher bond
energy, if abstracts mentioning these genes shared many
informative keywords. BEA has several useful properties
[16], [19]. First, it groups attributes with larger affinity
values together, and the ones with smaller values together
(i.e., during the permutation of columns and rows, it
shuffles the attributes towards those with which they have
higher affinity and away from those with which they have
lower affinity). Second, the composition and order of the
final groups are insensitive to the order in which items are
presented to the algorithm. Finally, it seeks to uncover and
display the association and interrelationships of the clus-
tered groups with one another.

In order to explore whether this algorithm could be

useful for clustering genes derived from microarray

experiments, we compared the performance of BEA-

PARTITION, hierarchical clustering algorithm, self-organiz-

ing map, and the k-means algorithm for clustering func-

tionally-related genes based on shared keywords, using

purity, entropy, and mutual information as metrics for

evaluating cluster quality.

2 METHODS

2.1 Keyword Extraction from Biomedical Literature

We used statistical methods to extract keywords from

MEDLINE citations, based on the work of [15]. This method

estimates the significance of words by comparing the

frequency of words in a given gene-related set (Test Set)

of abstracts with their frequency in a background set of

abstracts. We modified the original method by using a

1) different background set, 2) a different stemming

algorithm (Porter’s stemmer), and 3) a customized stop list.

The details were reported by Liu et al. [20], [21].
For each gene analyzed, word frequencies were calcu-

lated from a group of abstracts retrieved by an SQL
(structured query language) search of MEDLINE for the
specific gene name, gene symbol, or any known aliases (see
LocusLink, ftp://ftp.ncbi.nih.gov/refseq/LocusLink/
LL_tmpl.gz for gene aliases) in the TITLE field. The resulting
set of abstracts (the Test Set) was processed to generate a
specific keyword list.

Test Sets of Genes. We compared BEA-PARTITION and
other clustering algorithms (k-means, hierarchical, and
SOM) on two test sets.

1. Twenty-six genes in four well-defined functional

groups consisting of 10 glutamate receptor subunits,

seven enzymes in catecholamine metabolism, five

cytoskeletal proteins, and four enzymes in tyrosine

and phenylalanine synthesis. The gene names and

aliases are listed in Table 1. This experiment was

performed to determine whether keyword associa-

tions can be used to group genes appropriately and
whether the four gene families or clusters that were

known a priori would also be predicted by a

clustering algorithm simply using the affinity metric

based on keywords.
2. Forty-four yeast genes involved in the cell cycle of

budding yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae) that had

altered expression patterns on spotted DNA

microarrays [6]. These genes were analyzed by

Cherepinsky et al. [4] to demonstrate their Shrink-

age algorithm for gene clustering. A master list of
member genes for each cluster was assembled

according to a combination of 1) common cell-cycle

functions and regulatory systems and 2) the

corresponding transcriptional activators for each

gene [4] (Table 2).

Keyword Assessment. Statistical formulae from [15] for

word frequencies were used without modification. These

calculations were repeated for all gene names in the test
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set, a process that generated a database of keywords

associated with specific genes, the strength of the associa-

tion being reflected by a z-score. The z-score of word a for

gene g is defined as:

Za
g ¼

Fa
g � F

a

�a
; ð1Þ

where Fa
g equals the frequency of word a in Test Set g (i.e.,

in the Test set g, the number of abstracts where the word a
occurs divided by the total number of abstracts) and, �FFa and
�a are the average frequency and standard deviation,
respectively, of word a in the background set. Intuitively,
the score Z compares the “importance” or “discriminatory
relevance” of a keyword in the test set of abstract with the
background set that represents the expected occurrence of
that word in the literature at large.

Keyword Selection forGeneClustering.We used z-score
thresholds to select the keywords used for gene clustering.
Those keywords with z-scores less than the threshold were
discarded. The z-score thresholds we tested were 0, 5, 8, 10,
15, 20, 30, 50, and 100. The database generated by this
algorithm is represented as a sparse word (rows) � gene
(columns)matrixwith cells containing z-scores. Thematrix is
characterized as “sparse” because each gene only has a
fraction of all words associated with it. The output of the
keyword selection for all genes in each Test Set is represented
as a sparse keyword (rows) � gene (columns) matrix with
cells containing z-scores.

2.2 BEA-PARTITION: Detailed Working of the
Algorithm

The BEA-PARTITION takes a symmetric matrix as input,

permutes its rows and columns, and generates a sorted

matrix, which is then partitioned to form a clustered matrix.
Constructing the Symmetric Gene � Gene Matrix. The

sparse word � gene matrix, with the cells containing the

z-scores of each word-gene pair, was converted to a gene

�genematrixwith the cells containing the sumofproducts of

z-scores for shared keywords. The z-score value was set to

zero if the value was less than the threshold. Larger values

reflect stronger and more extensive keyword associations

between gene-gene pairs. For each gene pair ðGi;GjÞ and

everyword a they share in the sparseword�genematrix, the

Gi�Gj cell value ðaffðGi;GjÞÞ in the gene � gene matrix

represents the affinity of the two genes for each other and is

calculated as:

affðGi;GjÞ ¼
PN

a¼1ðZa
Gi � Za

GjÞ
1; 000

: ð2Þ

Dividing the sum of the z-score product by 1,000 was

done to reduce the typically large numbers to a more

readable format in the output matrix.
Sorting the Matrix [19]. The sorted matrix is generated

as follows:
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Twenty-Six Genes Manually Clustered Based on Functional Similarity

TABLE 2
Forty-Four Yeast Genes Grouped by Transcriptional Activators and Cell Cycle Functions [4]



1. Initialization. Place and fix one of the columns of
symmetric matrix arbitrarily into the clustered
matrix.

2. Iteration. Pick one of the remaining n-i columns
(where i is the number of columns already in the
sorted matrix). Choose the placement in the sorted
matrix that maximizes the change in bond energy as
described below (3). Repeat this step until no more
columns remain.

3. Row ordering. Once the column ordering is deter-
mined, the placement of the rows should also be
changed correspondingly so that their relative
positions match the relative position of the columns.
This restores the symmetry to the sorted matrix.

To calculate the change in bond energy for each possible

placement of the next ðiþ 1Þ column, the bonds between

that column ðkÞ and each of two newly adjacent columns

ði; jÞ are added and the bond that would be broken between

the latter two columns is subtracted. Thus, the “bond

energy” between these three columns i, j, and k (represent-

ing gene i ðGiÞ; gene j ðGjÞ; gene k ðGkÞ)) is calculated by

the following interaction contribution measure:

energyðGi;Gj;GkÞ ¼
2� ½bondðGi;GkÞ þ bondðGk;GjÞ � bondðGi;GjÞ�;

ð3Þ

where bond ðGi;GjÞ is the bond energy between gene Gi

and gene Gj and

bondðGi;GjÞ ¼
XN
r¼l

affðGr;GiÞ � affðGr;GjÞ ð4Þ

affðG0; GiÞ ¼ affðGi;G0Þ
¼ affðGðnþ 1Þ; GiÞ ¼ affðGi;Gðnþ 1ÞÞ ¼ 0:

ð5Þ

The last set of conditions (5) takes care of cases where a

gene is being placed in the sorted matrix to the left of the

leftmost gene or to the right of the rightmost gene during

column permutations, and prior to the topmost row and

following the last row during row permutations.

Partitioning the Sorted Matrix. The original BEA

algorithm [16] did not propose how to partition the sorted

matrix. The partitioning heuristic was added by Navathe

et al. [17] for the problems in the distributed database

design. These heuristics were constructed using the goals of

design: to minimize access time and storage costs. We do

not have the luxury of such a clear cut objective function in

our case. Hence, to partition the sorted matrix into

submatrices, each representing a gene cluster, we experi-

mented with different heuristics and, finally, derived a

heuristic that identifies the boundaries between clusters by

sequentially finding the maximum sum of the quotients for

corresponding cells in adjacent columns across the matrix.

With each successive split, only those rows corresponding

to the remaining columns were processed, i.e., only the

remaining symmetrical portion of the submatrix was used

for further iterations of the splitting algorithm. The number

of clusters into which the gene affinity matrix was

partitioned was determined by AUTOCLASS (described

below), however, other heuristics might be useful for this

determination. The boundary metric ðBÞ for columns Gi

and Gj used for placement of new column k between

existing columns i and j was defined as:

BðGi;GjÞ ¼ max
p�1�q�p

Xp
k¼p�1

maxðaffðk; qÞ; affðk; q þ 1ÞÞ
minðaffðk; qÞ; affðk; q þ 1ÞÞ ; ð6Þ

where q is the new splitting point (for simplicity, we use the

number of the leftmost column in the new submatrix that is

to the right of the splitting point), which will split the

submatrix defined between two previous splitting points, p

and p� 1 (which do not necessarily represent contiguous

columns). To partition the entire sorted matrix, the

following initial conditions are set, p ¼ N; p� 1 ¼ 0.

2.3 KKKK-Means Algorithm and Hierarchical Clustering
Algorithm

K-meansandhierarchical clusteringanalysiswereperformed

using Cluster/Treeview programs available online (http://
bonsai.ims.u-tokyo.ac.jp/~mdehoon/software/cluster/

software.htm).

2.4 Self-Organizing Map

Self-organizing map was performed using GeneClus-

ter 2.0 (http://www.broad.mit.edu/cancer/software/
software.html).

Euclidean distance measure was used when gene �
keyword matrix as input. When gene � gene matrix was
used as input, the gene similarity was calculated by (2).

2.5 Number of Clusters

In order to apply BEA-PARTITION and k-means cluster-

ing algorithms, the investigator needs to have a priori

knowledge about the number of clusters in the test set.

We determined the number of clusters by applying

AUTOCLASS, an unsupervised Bayesian classification

system developed by [22]. AUTOCLASS, which seeks a

maximum posterior probability classification, determines

the optimal number of classes in large data sets. Among

a variety of applications, AUTOCLASS has been used

for the discovery of new classes of infra-red stars in the

IRAS Low Resolution Spectral catalogue, new classes of

airports in a database of all US airports, and discovery

of classes of proteins, introns and other patterns in

DNA/protein sequence data [22]. We applied an open

source implementation of AUTOCLASS (http://

ic.arc.nasa.gov/ic/projects/bayes-group/autoclass/

autoclass-c-program.html). The resulting number of

clusters was then used as the endpoint for the

partitioning step of the BEA-PARTITION algorithm. To

determine whether AUTOCLASS could discover the

number of clusters in the test sets correctly, we also

tested different number of clusters other than the ones

AUTOCLASS predicted.
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2.6 Evaluating the Clustering Results

To evaluate the quality of our resultant clusters, we used

the established metrics of Purity, Entropy, and Mutual

Information, which are briefly described below [23]. Let us

assume that we have C classes (i.e., C expert clusters, as

shown in Tables 1 and 2), while our clustering algorithms

produce K clusters, �;�2; . . . ; �k.
Purity. Purity can be interpreted as classification

accuracy under the assumption that all objects of a cluster

are classified to be members of the dominant class for that

cluster. If the majority of genes in cluster A are in class X,

then class X is the dominant class. Purity is defined as the

ratio between the number of items in cluster �i from

dominant class j and the size of cluster �i, that is:

P ð�iÞ ¼
1

ni
max

j
ðnj

iÞ; i ¼ 1; 2 . . . ; k; ð7Þ

where ni ¼ j�ij, that is, the size of cluster i and nj
i is the

number of genes in �i that belong to class j; j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;C.

The closer to 1 the purity value is, the more similar this

cluster is to its dominant class. Purity is measured for each

cluster and the average purity of each test gene set cluster

result was calculated.

Entropy. Entropy denotes how uniform the cluster is. If a

cluster is composed of genes coming from different classes,

then the value of entropy will be close to 1. If a cluster only

contains one class, the value of entropy will be close to 0.

The ideal value for entropy would be zero. Lower values of

entropy would indicate better clustering. Entropy is also

measured for each cluster and is defined as:

Eð�iÞ ¼ � 1

logC

XC
j¼1

nj
i

ni
log

nj
i

ni

 !
: ð8Þ

The average entropy of each test gene set cluster result was

also calculated.

Mutual Information. One problem with purity and

entropy is that they are inherently biased to favor small

clusters. For example, if we had one object for each cluster,

then the value of purity would be 1 and entropy would be

zero, no matter what the distribution of objects in the expert

classes is.

Mutual information is a symmetric measure for the

degree of dependency between clusters and classes. Unlike

correlation, mutual information also takes higher order

dependencies into account. We use mutual information

because it captures how related clusters are to classes

without bias towards small clusters. Mutual information is

a measure of the discordance between the algorithm-

derived clusters and the actual clusters. It is the measure

of how much information the algorithm-derived clusters

can tell us to infer the actual clusters. Random clustering

has mutual information of 0 in the limit. Higher mutual

information indicates higher similarity between the algo-

rithm-derived clusters and the actual clusters. Mutual

information is defined as:

Mð�Þ ¼ 2

N

XK
i¼1

XC
j¼1

nj
i

log
nj
i�NPK

t¼1
nt
i

PC

t¼1
nt
i

logðK � CÞ ; ð9Þ

where N is the total number of genes being clustered and K

is the number of clusters the algorithm produced, and C is

the number of expert classes.

2.7 Top-Scoring Keywords Shared among Members
of a Gene Cluster

Keywords were ranked according to their highest shared z-
scores in each cluster. The keyword sharing strength metric
(Ka) is defined as the sum of z-scores for a shared keyword
a within the cluster, multiplied by the number of genes ðMÞ
within the cluster with which the word is associated; in this
calculation z-scores less than a user-selected threshold are
set to zero and are not counted.

Ka ¼
XM
g¼1

ðzagÞ �
XM
g¼1

CountðzagÞ: ð10Þ

Thus, larger values reflect stronger and more extensive
keyword associations within a cluster. We identified the
30 highest scoring keywords for each of the four clusters and
provided these four lists to approximately 20 students,
postdoctoral fellows, and faculty, asking them to guess a
major function of the underlying genes that gave rise to the
four keyword lists.

3 RESULTS

3.1 Keywords and Keyword � Gene Matrix
Generation

A list of keywords was generated for each gene to build the

keyword � gene matrix. Keywords were sorted according

to their z-scores. The keyword selection experiment (see

below) showed that a z-score threshold of 10 generally

produced better results, which suggests that keywords with

z-scores lower than 10 have less information content, e.g.,

“cell,” “express.” The relative values of z-scores depended

on the size of the background set (data not shown). Since we

used 5.6 million abstracts as the background set, the

z-scores of most of the informative keywords were well

above 10 (based on smaller values of standard deviation in

the definition of z-score). The keyword � gene matrices

were used as inputs to k-means, hierarchical clustering

algorithm, self-organizing map, while as required by the

BEA approach, they were first converted to a gene � gene

matrix based on common shared keywords and these gene

� gene matrices were used as inputs to BEA-PARTITION.

An overview of the gene clustering by shared keyword

process is provided in Fig. 1.

3.2 Effect of Keyword Selection on Gene Clustering

The effect of using different z-score thresholds for keyword

selection on the quality of resulting clusters is shown in

Figs. 2A1 and 2B1. For both test sets, BEA-PARTITION

produced clusters with higher mutual information when z-

score thresholds were within a range of 10 to 20. For the 44-

gene set, K-means produced clusters with the highest
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mutual information when the z-score threshold was 8,

while, for the 26-gene set, mutual information was highest

when z-score threshold was 15. For the remaining studies,

we chose to use a z-score threshold of 10 to keep as many

functional keywords as possible.

3.3 Number of Clusters

We then used AUTOCLASS to decide the number of
clusters in the test sets. AUTOCLASS took the keyword �
gene matrix as input and predicted that there were five
clusters in the set of 26 genes and nine clusters in the set of
44 yeast genes. The effect of the numbers of clusters on the
algorithm performance was shown in Figs. 2A2 and 2B2.
BEA-PARTITION again produced a better result regardless
of the number of clusters used. BEA-PARTITION had the
highest mutual information when the numbers of clusters
were five (26-gene set) and nine (44-gene set), whereas
k-means worked marginally better when the numbers of
clusters were 8 (26-gene set) and 10 (44-gene set). Based on
these results we chose to use five and nine clusters,
respectively, because the probabilities were higher than
the other choices.

3.4 Clustering of the 26-Gene Set by Keyword
Associations

Todeterminewhether keyword associations could be used to

group genes appropriately, we clustered the 26-gene set with

either BEA-PARTITION, k-means, hierachical algorithm,

SOM, and AUTOCLASS. Keyword lists were generated for

each of these 26 genes, which belonged to one of four well-

defined functional groups (Table 1). The resulting word �
gene matrix had 26 columns (genes) and approximately

8,540 rows (words with z-scores >¼ 10 appearing in any of

the query sets). TheBEA-PARTITION,with z-score threshold

= 10, correctly assigned 25 of 26 genes to the appropriate

cluster based on the strength of keyword associations (Fig. 3).

Tyrosine transaminasewas theonlyoutlier.As expected from

the BEA-PARTITION, cells inside clusters tended to have

much higher values than those outside. Hierarchical cluster-

ing algorithm, with the gene � keyword matrix as the input,

generated similar result as BEA-PARTITION (five clusters

andTTwas theoutlier) (Fig. 4a). The results,withgene�gene

matrix as the input, were shown in tables in the supplemen-

tary materials which can be found at www.computer.org/

publications/dlib.
While BEA-PARTITION and hierarchical clustering

algorithm produced clusters very similar to the original
functional classes, those produced by k-means (Table 4),
self-organizing map (Table 5), and AUTOCLASS (Table 6),
with gene � keyword matrix as input, were heterogeneous
and, thus, more difficult to explain. The average purity,
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Fig. 1. Procedure for clustering genes by the strength of their associated keywords.

Fig. 2. Effect of keyword selection by z-score thresholds (A1 and B1)
and different number of clusters (A2 and B2) on the cluster quality. Z-
score thresholds were used to select the keywords for gene clustering.
Those keywords with z-scores less than the threshold were discarded.
To determine the effect of keyword selection by z-score thresholds on
cluster quality, we tested z-score thresholds 0, 5, 8, 10, 15, 20, 30, 50,
and 100. To determine whether AUTOCLASS could be used to discover
the number of clusters in the test sets correctly, we tested a different
number of clusters other than the ones AUTOCLASS predicted (four for
the 26-gene set and nine for the 44-gene set).



average entropy, and mutual information of the BEA-

PARTITION and hierarchical algorithm result were 1, 0,

and 0.88, while those of k-means result were 0.53, 0.65, and

0.28, respectively, those of SOM result were 0.76, 0.35, and

0.18, respectively, and those of AUTOCLASS result were

0.82, 0.28, and 0.56 (Table 3) (gene � keyword matrix as

input). When gene � gene matrix was used as input to

hierarchical algorithm, k-means, and SOM, the results were

even worse as measured by purity, entropy, and mutual

information (Table 3).

3.5 Yeast Microarray Gene Clustering by Keyword
Association

To determine whether our test mining/gene clustering

approach could be used to group genes identified in

microarray experiments, we clustered 44 yeast genes taken

from Eisen et al. [6] via Cherepinsky et al. [4], again using

BEA-PARTITION, hierarchical algorithm, SOM, AUTO-

CLASS, and k-means. Keyword lists were generated for each

of the 44yeast genes (Table 2) and a 3,882 (words appearing in

the query sets with z-score greater or equal 10) � 44 (genes)

matrix was created. The clusters produced by the BEA-

PARTITION, k-means, SOM, and AUTOCLASS are shown in

Tables 7, 8, 9, and10, respectively,whereas thoseproducedby

hierarchical algorithm are shown in Fig. 4b. The average

purity, average entropy, andmutual information of the BEA-

PARTITION result were 0.74, 0.24, and 0.60, whereas those of

hierarchical algorithm, SOM, k-means, and AUTOCLASS

results (gene� keywordmatrix as input) were 0.86, 0.12, and

0.58; 0.60, 0.37, and 0.46; 0.61, 0.33, and 0.39; 0.57, 0.39, and

0.49, respectively (Table 3).

3.6 Keywords Indicative of Major Shared Functions
with a Gene Cluster

Keywords shared among genes (26-gene set) within each
cluster were ranked according to a metric based on both the
degree of significance (the sum of z-scores for each keyword)
and the breadth of distribution (the sum of the number of
genes within the cluster for which the keyword has a z-score
greater than a selected threshold). This double-pronged
metric obviated the difficulty encountered with keywords
that had extremely high z-scores for single genes within the
cluster but modest z-scores for the remainder. The 30 highest
scoring keywords for each of the four clusters were tabulated
(Table 11). The respectivekeyword lists appeared tobehighly
informative about the general function of the original,
preselected clusters when shown to medical students,
faculties, and postdoctoral fellows.

4 DISCUSSION

In this paper, we clustered the genes by shared functional

keywords. Our gene clustering strategy is similar to the

document clustering in information retrieval. Document

clustering, defined as grouping documents into clusters

according to their topics or main contents in an unsuper-

vised manner, organizes large amounts of information into

a small number of meaningful clusters and improves the

information retrieval performance either via cluster-driven

dimensionality reduction, term-weighting, or query expan-

sion [9], [24], [25], [26], [27].

Term vector-based document clustering has been widely

studied in information retrieval [9], [24], [25], [26], [27]. A
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Fig. 3. Gene clusters by keyword associations using BEA-PARTITION. Keywords with z-scores >¼ 10 were extracted from MEDLINE abstracts for
26 genes in four functional classes. The resulting word � gene sparse matrix was converted to a gene � gene matrix. The cell values are the sum of
z-score products for all keywords shared by the gene pair. This value is divided by 1,000 for purpose of display. A modified bond energy algorithm
[16], [17] was used to group genes into five clusters based on the strength of keyword associations, and the resulting gene clusters are boxed.



number of clustering algorithms have been proposed and

many of them have been applied to bioinformatics research.

In this report, we introduced a new algorithm for clustering

genes, BEA-PARTITION. Our results showed that BEA-

PARTITION, in conjunction with the heuristic developed

for partitioning the sorted matrix, outperforms the k-means

algorithm and SOM in two test sets. In the first set of genes

(26-gene set), BEA-PARTITION, as well as hierarchical

algorithm, correctly assigned 25 of 26 genes in a test set of

four known gene groups with one outlier, whereas k-means

and SOM mixed the genes into five more evenly sized but

less well functionally defined groups. In the 44-gene set, the

result generated by BEA-PARTITION had the highest

mutual information, indicating that BEA-PARTITION out-

performed all the other four clustering algorithms.

4.1 BEA-PARTITION versus kkkk-Means

In this study, the z-score thresholds were used for keyword

selection. When the threshold was 0, all words, including

noise (noninformative words and misspelled words), were

used to cluster genes. Under the tested conditions, clusters

produced by BEA-PARTITION had higher quality than

those produced by k-means. BEA-PARTITION clusters

genes based on their shared keywords. It is unlikely that

genes within the same cluster shared the same noisy words

with high z-scores, indicating that BEA-PARTITION is less

sensitive to noise than k-means. In fact, BEA-PARTITION

performed better than k-means in the two test gene sets

under almost all test conditions (Fig. 2). BEA-PARTITION

performed best when z-score thresholds were 10, 15, and 20,

which indicated 1) that the words with z-score less than 10

were less informative and 2) few words with z-scores

between 10 and 20 were shared by at least two genes and

did not improve the cluster quality. When z-score thresh-

olds were high (> 30 in the 26-gene set and > 20 in the

44-gene set), more informative words were discarded, and

as a result, the cluster quality was degraded.
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Fig. 4. Gene clusters by keyword associations using hierarchical clustering algorithm. Keywords with z-scores >¼ 10 were extracted from MEDLINE

abstracts for (a) 26 genes in four functional classes and (b) 44 gene in nine classes. The resulting word � gene sparse matrix was used as input to

the hierarchical algorithm.



BEA-PARTITION is designed to group cells with larger

values together, and the ones with smaller values together.

The final order of the genes within the cluster reflected

deeper interrelationships. Among the 10 glutamate receptor

genes examined, GluR1, GluR2, and GluR4 are AMPA

receptors, while GluR6, KA1, and KA2 are kainate receptors.

The observation that BEA-PARTITION placed gene GluR6

and gene KA2 next to each other, confirms that the literature

associations between GluR6 and KA2 are higher than those

between GluR6 and AMPA receptors. Furthermore, the

association and interrelationships of the clustered groups

with one another can be seen in the final clustering matrix.

For example, TT was an outlier in Fig. 3, however, it still

had higher affinity to PD1 (affinity = 202) and PD2 (affinity

= 139) than to any other genes. Thus, TT appears to be

strongly related to genes in the tyrosine and phenylalanine

synthesis cluster, from which it originated.

BEA-PARTITION has several advantages over the

k-means algorithm: 1) while k-means generally produces a

locally optimal clustering [2], BEA-PARTITION produces
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TABLE 3
The Quality of the Gene Clusters Derived by Different Clustering Algorithms, Measured by Purity, Entropy, and Mutual Information

TABLE 4
Twenty-Six Gene Set k-Means Result (Gene � Keyword Matrix as Input)



the globally optimal clustering by permuting the columns

and rows of the symmetric matrix; 2) the k-means algorithm

is sensitive to initial seed selection and noise [9].

4.2 BEA-PARTITION versus Hierarchical Algorithm

Hierarchical clustering algorithm, as well as k-means, and

Self-Organizing Maps, have been widely used in microarray

expression profile analysis. Hierarchical clustering orga-

nizes expression data into a binary tree without providing

clear indication of how the hierarchy should be clustered. In

practice, investigators define clusters by a manual scan of

the genes in each node and rely on their biological expertise

to notice shared functional properties of genes. Therefore,

the definition of the clusters is subjective, and as a result,

different investigators may interpret the same clustering

result differently. Some have proposed automatically

defining boundaries based on statistical properties of the

gene expression profiles; however, the same statistical

criteria may not be generally applicable to identify all

relevant biological functions [10]. We believe that an

algorithm that produces clusters with clear boundaries

can provide more objective results and possibly new

discoveries, which are beyond the experts’ knowledge. In

this report, our results showed that BEA-PARTITION can

have similar performance as a hierarchical algorithm, and

provide distinct cluster boundaries.

4.3 KKKK-Means versus SOM

The k-means algorithm and SOM can group objects into

different clusters and provide clear boundaries. Despite its
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TABLE 5
Twenty-Six Gene SOM Result (Gene � Keyword Matrix as Input)

TABLE 6
Twenty-Six Gene AUTOCLASS Result (Gene � Keyword Matrix as Input)



simplicity and efficiency, the SOM algorithm has several

weaknesses that make its theoretical analysis difficult and

limit its practical usefulness. Various studies have sug-

gested that it is hard to find any criteria under which the

SOM algorithm performs better than the traditional

techniques, such as k-means [11]. Balakrishnan et al. [28]

compared the SOM algorithm with k-means clustering on

108 multivariate normal clustering problems. The results

showed that the SOM algorithm performed significantly

worse than the k-means clustering algorithm. Our results

also showed that k-means performed better than SOM by

generating clusters with higher mutual information.

4.4 Computing Time

The computing time of BEA-PARTITION, same as that of
hierarchical algorithm and SOM, is in the order of N2, which
means that it grows proportionally to the square of the
numberofgenesandcommonlydenotedasOðN2Þ, and thatof
k-means is in the order of N*K*T (O(NKT)), where N is the
number of genes tested, K is the number of clusters, and T is
the number of improvement steps (iterations) performed by
k-means. In our study, the number of improvement stepswas
1,000. Therefore, when the number of genes tested is about
1,000, BEA-PARTITION runs (a�Kþ b) times faster than
k-means, where a, and b are constants. As long as the number
of genes to be clustered is less than the product of the number
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TABLE 7
Forty-Four Yeast Genes BEA-PARTITION Result (Gene � Keyword Matrix as Input)

TABLE 8
Forty-Four Yeast Gene SOM Result (Gene � Keyword as Input)



of clusters and the number of iterations, BEA-PARTITION

will run faster than k-means.

4.5 Number of Clusters

One disadvantage of BEA-PARTITION and k-means com-

pared to hierarchical clustering is that the investigator needs

tohave apriori knowledge about thenumberof clusters in the

test set, which may not be known. We approached this

problem by using AUTOCLASS to predict the number of

clusters in the test sets. BEA-PARTITION performed best

when it grouped the genes into five clusters (26-gene set) and

nine clusters (44-gene set), which were predicted by AUTO-

CLASS with higher probabilities. Therefore, AUTOCLASS
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TABLE 9
Forty-Four Yeast Gene k-Means Result (Gene � Keyword Matrix as Input)

TABLE 10
Forty-Four Yeast Gene AUTOCLASS Result (Gene � Keyword Matrix as Input)



appears to be an effective tool to assist the BEA-PARTITION
in gene clustering.

5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

There are several aspects of the BEA approach that we are

currently exploringwithmore detailed studies. For example,

although the BEA-PARTITION described here performs

relatively well on small sets of genes, the larger gene lists

expected from microarray experiments need to be tested.

Furthermore,we derived a heuristic to partition the clustered

affinity matrix into clusters. We anticipate that this heuristic,

which is simply based on the sum of ratios of corresponding

values fromadjacent columns,will generallywork regardless

of the typeof itemsbeing clustered.Generally, optimizing the

heuristic to partition a sorted matrix after BEA-based

clustering will be valuable. Finally, we are developing a

Web-based tool that will include a text mining phase to

identify functional keywords, and a gene clustering phase to

cluster the genes based on the shared functional keywords.

We believe that this tool should be useful for discovering

novel relationships among sets of genes because it links genes

by shared functional keywords rather than just reporting

known interactions based on published reports. Thus, genes

that never co-occur in the same publication could still be

linked by their shared keywords.

The BEA approach has been applied successfully to other

disciplines, such as operations research, production en-

gineering, and marketing [18]. The BEA-PARTITION

algorithm represents our extension to the BEA approach

specifically for dealing with the problem of discovering

functional similarity among genes based on functional

keywords extracted from literature. We believe that this

important clustering technique, which was originally

proposed by [16] to cluster questions on psychological

instruments and later introduced by [17] for clustering of

data items in database design, has promise for application

to other bioinformatics problems where starting matrices

are available from experimental observations.
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